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â€œDiscover the Facts about Scientologyâ€• â€œScientology Exposed!â€• - NEW Edited VersionDid

L Ron Hubbard say â€œIâ€™d like to start a religion thatâ€™s where the money isâ€•Did Tom Cruise

say â€œThe code of Scientologists says you respect the religious beliefs of others. Thatâ€™s part of

being a Scientologists and thatâ€™s who I am as a personâ€•Did John Travolta Heal Marlin

Brandoâ€™s leg after an accident using Scientology?Because youâ€™re here, right now, reading

thisâ€¦ means that you have an interest in knowing the facts about The Church of Scientology and

youâ€™re most likely aware of the controversies surrounding it.You see, most information about

Scientology is skewed into two campsâ€¦one camp â€œfor Scientologyâ€• and one camp â€œagainst

Scientologyâ€•. The eBook you are about to purchase presents exactly what you are seeking.A

factual unbiased â€œUnder the sheetsâ€• look at Scientology and lets you decide for yourself is this

a cult or is this a religion?When you open your eBook youâ€™ll discover:Where the word

â€œScientologyâ€• came fromDid you know the term Scientology can be traced as far back as

1901?Scientology has its own words â€¢Find out what â€œClearâ€• meansâ€¢What is a Thetan and

why is it importantâ€¢What is Auditing and who is the Auditorâ€¢What exactly is Xenuâ€¢Who is a

Suppressive â€¢What is an E-MeterScientology BeliefsDo Scientologists believe in one God?

Maybe they do and maybe they donâ€™t.Find out why many people believe they donâ€™t.Human

OriginsDefinitely not Adam and Eve stuff!. Discover how a highly controversial book inside

Scientology was leaked and how it explains our origins.Scientology Moral and EthicsAre

Scientologists moral or not? Within Scientology there are the 8 Dynamics not to be confused with

the Buddhists 8 way pathScientology ControversiesLawsuits, deaths, FBI raids, IRS problems,

Intrigue and more.Scientology CelebritiesTom Cruise, Will Smith, John Travolta, Lisa Marie Presley

and more.Find out what they really believe.Find Out All Of This Fascinating Information With Your

Very Own Easy To Understand Kindle Book NowPrice will increase soon. Intro offer.
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I grabbed this because of the recent flood of press concerning Scientology. Every time I've read

anything, it's either extremely favorable or extremely unfavorable. Can we get a fact check? I read in

the free preview that the author was going to present facts and let the reader decide for themselves,

which is what got me to buy. The author does stick to what is established, with no hype.The book

begins by going over the history of Scientology, including the previous definition of the word

'scientology.' It covers L. Ron Hubbard and his work with Dianetics, his starting the religion, and

even how it was classified, unclassified, then reclassified by the US government as a religion. It also

discusses the current issues and problems inside Scientology and the celebrities that are so

involved with it.Overall, my opinion did not change from reading this. I did feel and still do feel that

Scientology is not a religion but a cult. What I did get out of this book was a more informed opinion

as I am now more educated. Thank you!

I have to admit, Tom Cruise got me interested in this whole Scientology brouhaha. Here was one of

the most sought-after men in Hollywood in terms of box-office magic and a hottie for any woman on

the planet, getting women auditioned to be his wife. I just could not take it in.The fact that Katie

Holmes was not as keen on the religion as her husband made my thirst even stronger. What type of

religion brainwashes grown men, powerful personalities and makes them fodder in the hands of

demagogues?I searched online and Mr Klein's book popped up. I must admit it is a straight up

brass-tacks read. No fluff. No baloney. No hype. This is a very serious topic and the author does his

best at presenting it as such, without melodrama or artificial flavoring. Klein gives a good account

about the historical entry of Scientology,the beliefs, controversies, celebrities involved and the brave



hearts of the Internet who have exposed their doctrine secrets.After this book, I have to take my

opinion that Scientology is a harmless religion back. Scientology is devious cult and a subtle but

very dangerous one at that.

This is an eye-opening, riveting account of well-researched information about the hidden secrets of

Scientology that most people are not aware of. Some of the information is quite chilling and at times

it was difficult for me to digest. It exposes everything about Scientology, including providing

accounts of previous members, the policies & procedures and the role celebrities play in this cult

The author, L.A. Klein, has done a top-notch job of presenting this information in a non-biased

manor and lets the facts speak for themselves.Before I read this book I generally knew that the

Scientology belief system was a bit off, but I have found it is so much more than that, it's really

scary. This book is a revelation, and it lays out the sinister, devious nature of this cult in which some

people had great difficulty making it out alive. I gave this book a solid five stars and highly

recommend it.

I have a group of friends and we mercilessly debate a wide range of topics, and of course

Scientology comes up on semi-regular basis. Having a debate without having any facts is a recipe

for disaster. Enter this book. The author has done a fantastic job of presenting factual information

about Scientology to let the readers form their own opinions. This is a very fascinating read. I was

pleased that it is written in a way that is clear and very easy to follow. Armed with this information, I

plan on winning our next friendly debate!

I really like to follow celebrities, and this book was a great way to get an inside look at the religion of

scientology famous for its celeb followers. Not knowing any of the facts on scientology I liked that

the book explained the religion and the controversy surrounding it. It was a very different view from

the one provided by the entertainment news. A great way to learn about the history and the beliefs

of scientology. The author was very good at providing a unbiased view on scientology which was

nice since I expected the book the be propaganda.

I'm hesitant to give this book its three star rating, for a few reasons. First of all, for its length, I

wouldn't jump to describing it as a book. Secondly, the first chapter, although informational, restates

too much, and does not add anything new to the knowledge of Scientology South Park and the

media has given me. But starting at chapter 2 and moving onward I found the book fascinating. The



explanation of Xanu, although it wasn't in depth, was truly interesting. As were the descriptions of

the deaths surrounding Scientology, and their battles with Anonymous and being titled a "religion".I

found the text to be surprisingly unbiased, and more fact based than anything else. A definite read

for those interested in faith, religion, or some of the secrets behind one of the most secretive

religions in history.

I had hoped this book would give me an in-depth look at Scientology. Instead, it was a "once over

lightly" of Scientology's beliefs and teachings. The history of this group (I dare not call it a church) is

thorough. The author spends a fair amount of text on celebrities. He seems to share Scientology's

fascination with them. One of the major problems with this book, which I assume was self-published,

is that it was never proofread. The author is in desperate need of a skilled editor. Hunter never met

a comma he liked, words are run together with the space apparently forgotten, misspellings are

common. He seems in love with the expression: "That being said", which appears frequently. Some

"sentences" are not--lacking even an understood predicate. The title of the book even contains an

error: "Unbias", a non-word, should be "Unbiased".This book may be good as a starting point,

however. If you are interested in truly understanding Scientology and the issues surrounding it, I

would recommend further research. You are not going to find depth here. If poor grammar and

editing bother you, it is best avoided.
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